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Abstract—In this paper, we develop a method to check
the schedulability superframe with beacon-enabled mode in
ISA100.11a Wireless Industrial Networks environment. Maximum length of time slot is added in the superframe to reduce
the overhead, and deadline monotonic scheduling approach is
proposed to analyze the system scenario. The simulation results
indicate that our proposed method required less number of
beacon for message scheduling. Therefore, more data can be sent
in the network with our proposed method.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

In recent years, wireless technology has grown rapidly that
offer low cost, flexibility, reliability and ease of installation.
The process automation at industrial applied wireless system
to saving place and reduce cost for cable. The increase enforcement of wireless has made many kind of organizations to
develop a wireless standard for industrial, such as ISA100.11a
and WirelessHART. The embedded technology in ISA100.11a
has more interoperability with other technology compared to
WirelessHART [1]. The latest version of IP, IPv6, is placed
in network layer to connect with internet network likewise
support by ISA100.11a. Moreover, the upper layer made the
ISA100.11a protocol easier to hybrid with wired standard such
as PROFIBUS, Modbus, and fieldbus network. Paper [2] is
conducted comparison between ZigBee Pro and ISA100.11a.
The framework is set inside aerospace. The motivation is to test
protocol in high uncertainty condition. The outcome is proven
ISA100.11a more stable under interference as compared with
ZigBee Pro.
More about the history of ISA100.11a, the protocol established in April 2009 through ISA100 committee in International Society of Automation (ISA). The purpose of
the establishment of ISA100.11a is to meet the challenges
that exist within the industry that require a protocol that
was not only safe but also robust in communication to be
applied in the field. ISA100.11a adopt physical layer from
IEEE 802.15.4 using 2.4 GHz unlicensed frequency band
with 16 channel inside. Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum
(DSSS) is used in the modulation scheme. In media access
control (MAC) Layer, ISA100.11a used carrier sense multiple
access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) to detect the
interference from other frequency and equipped time division
multiple access (TDMA). 250 kbps was the maximum data
rate and channel hopping is defined by standard as the features.
ISA100.11a support 3 channel hopping (slotted hopping, slow
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hopping, the last hybrid hopping is a combination of slotted
and slow hopping). The slotted hopping use different frequency
to send the data transmission where this method usually for
the accommodation of periodic data, slow frequency hopping
requires the same frequency for data transmission so that
the method is suitable for data applications that are sporadic
[3],[4].
Paper [5] distinguished two kind of strategy operational in
IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer called beacon enable mode and non
beacon model. In beacon enable mode, coordinator produced
beacon periodically to synchronize node connected with it
and to defined the superframe formation. Non beacon enable
mode is determined no superframe structure. The advantage
of this mode, node instantly sent data without synchronization
needed, more scalability and self-organization. Nevertheless,
non beacon mode cannot ensure to transmitted data frames.
ISA100.11a define the MAC layer is supported by beacon enable mode, as this mode accommodate to consign data frame.
So, the schedulability of superframe become an interesting
research topic to be investigated.
Message scheduling based on modify superframe has been
proposed in [6]. This approach decided that periodic realtime message sent by dedicated time slot when shared time
slot are transmitted non real-time message and aperiodic realtime message. The result showed that using message scheduling technique require more beacon in system and increased
overhead. Paper [4] investigated in more detail, the parameter
which effect the ISA100.11a performance. Superframe period
was one of the performance parameter with the rise of period,
it will increase throughput of the network but at the same time
increase the overhead.
To solve the same problem, our paper proposed the scheme
have concern to check schedulability of superframe. The
main contributions: 1) this paper discuss clearness superframe
scheduling inspired by deadline monotonic scheduling and 2)
Our scheme develop based on real scenario in field, not require
any special hardware and easy to implement.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II,
scheduling technique with consist rate monotonic and deadline
monotonic scheduling are discussed. System model provided
in section III to depict traffic scenario. Section IV and section
V present about scheduling analysis and simulation result,
respectively. Finally, the conclusions are given in section VI.
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Fig. 1.

Message characteristics.

II.

S CHEDULING T ECHNIQUE

We concisely converse about rate monotonic and deadline
monotonic scheduling. In past, both scheduling technique is
developed to check scheduling process of processor. Now, our
paper developed new application of deadline monotonic is
implemented to check superframe scheduling in ISA100.11a
wireless industrial networks. The limitation of rate monotonic
is expressed with clear way. Deadline monotonic is forwarded
to break the constraints.
The scheduling technique one of solution to address issues
exchange data in industrial without overlap from other node.
Rate monotonic scheduling scheme is proposed by paper
[7] to analysis real-time computing in plant. The term of
predictability is introduced by paper for describe ability to
determine for a gave set of tasks whether the system meet
all of the timing requirement of those tasks. There are two
type of task, dynamic priority and static priority. A dynamic
priority permitted task to switch priorities at any time, in
contrast with static priority allocated fixed priority for all task.
Another classification was on-line and off-line scheduling. Online scheduling is arranged to make scheduling outcome during
the run-time of the system. Finally, this algorithm hard for nonperiodic processes. The offline scheduling is feasible for the all
processes in fact periodically for example task monitoring in
factory [8]. For those reason, our paper focus only in off-line
scheduling rules and all of task assume have static priority.
In our paper, we are consider beacon enable mode, therefore rate monotonic unsuitable for superframe scheduling
because policy ”period equal deadline”. The regulations ”period less than or equal to deadline” is used correspond with
deadline monotonic (more about the argument used of deadline
monotonic is explained in section 3). In the end, deadline
monotonic scheduling is prevailed for analysis superframe
scheduling in ISA100.11a networks. Generally, our paper is
reclaimed ”message” to represent ”task”. Fig. 1 illustrate
the characterization of the message with follows the concept
according paper [9].
cM ≤ d M ≤ t M

(1)

where cM is computation time, rM is the start of release
time, dM is deadline time, and tM is the period of message
m in superframe. The number of iteration I = (I1 , I2 , ..., Ij ),
j indicated end of iteration while system reset or stop. In case
of to check scheduling 2 process, schedulability of deadline
monotonic is defined by theorem II.1.
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Fig. 2.

Network model consists of one gateway and node.

∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 :

cM
pM
+
≤1
dM
dM

(2)

Theorem II.1. The schedulability test given in equation (2) is
sufficient for two process.
Proof: The detail proof can be find in paper [10].
III.

S YSTEM M ODEL

The network model is discussed in this section. The model
is verified to close as well as real wireless industrial networks
environment. Indeed, this section also describe the traffic
scenario and exposed the superframe form.
Our proposed scheme is expanded tackle problem to check
superframe scheduling mention section 2 for many process.
There are fixed node N = (N1 , N2 , ..., Nη ) with η denote
the maximum number of node located randomly in network.
The maximum area that can be reached by gateway is DG .
An example of a network model is described in Fig. 2. The
setup industrial in our paper is build under star topology. Less
complexity is effected star topology become favorite compared
with mesh and tree topology. The service of network is created
to serve the system monitoring in plant where interconnecting
among node to finish process very essential. For illustration,
suppose node 1 transmitted data to node 3 but range of node
1 is not enough to reach node 3. In that case, the function
of gateway is needed to manage the data. The gateways is
associated as the bridge to distribution data from node 1 to
node 3.
The traffic scenario is started by gateway as coordinator
sent beacon periodically to node N in network. We assume known all period message MN for each node. Node
frequently generate message with every message MN =
(MN1 , MN2 , ..., MNj ) go along after beacon. Message from
node has parameters MN = (rMn , cMn , dMn , tMn ) as present
section 2. Furthermore, beacon and all the message determined
shape of the superframe. The first iteration of superframe is
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TABLE I.

Beacon
Node 1
Node 2
Node 3
Node 4

Fig. 3.

The conguration of superframe.

started after first beacon generate by gateway and the end
of superframe occur if the network reset or stop by admin
authority. The superframe is constructed as express equation
(3).

S IMULATION PARAMETER U SING D EADLINE M ONOTONIC
S CHEDULING
rMn (ms)

cMn (ms)

dMn (ms)

tMn (ms)

0
10
20
30
40

10
20
20
30
10

10
20
80
100
50

250
150
80
100
50

Proof: Suppose that the condition is insufficient thereby
cMn > dMn , then message MN cannot finish computation
time before deadline dMn . Therefore node misses to deliver
data and unschedulable. The condition schedulable is passed
while message have enough time to finish the execution cMn .
The schedulability analysis is passsed by using algorithm

S=B+

N
=η
X

1.
MN

(3)

N =1

From equation (3), S is superframe form, B is beacon.
Consequently, the configuration of superframe is composed
through time slot as shown in Fig. 3. Each box time slot
is dedicated only for one node to occupy, which shared data
from different node is forbidden. The length of each time slot
is varying from 10-12 ms [3]. To simplify the calculation,
the length time slot 10 ms is selected in our paper. Latter,
the duration of one superframe is determined by the interval
time between two beacons. In paper [6] scheme is defined
7 time slot in one superframe, where the superframe devise
into dedicated time slot, shared time slot and beacon. This
scheme has drawback more overhead because the relation
beacon proportionally with number iteration of superframe.
Based on knowledge of field, most data monitoring in industrial is generated periodically and ISA100.11a standard assign
maximum number of time slot in one superframe as 25 timeslot
[3]. Through those reason, in our paper, we implemented with
maximum timeslot to reduce the overhead.
IV.

S CHEDULING A NALYSIS

In this section, discussion of superframe scheduling are
presented. The basic of deadline monotonic has been describe
in the section 2. The goal this section is to check superframe
scheduling and guaranteed all message can be transmitted
without interruption from each other.
We consider a set of message MN according model in
Fig. 2. The scheduling analysis of MN is reached according theorem IV.1 based on deadline monotonic rules. ”Message with lowest deadline is executed first until computation time done” is ruled of schedulability. Since we define
our system as the off-line scheduling, so all the parameter
MN = (rMn , cMn , dMn , tMn ) already known. We assume that,
scheduling analysis is calculated before started the system.
Thus, the failure cause of unschedulable never come out. The
aim of pick up off-line scheduling to settle during run-time
no error happen in case of conflict data involving node inside
system.
Theorem IV.1. Superframe is schedulable if and only if
sufficient ∀MN : cMn ≤ dMn
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Algorithm 1 Scheduling Analysis
1: Initialize maximum number of node N .
2: Initialize rMn , cMn , dMn , tMn .
3: Gateway generated beacon B.
4: Node transmitted message MN .
5: Message Mn the lowest deadline dMn is assigned to
superframe first and followed until all message finish.
6: Superf rame equation (3) ←− granted ”Scheduling”.
NP
=η
7: if
∀MN : sufficient Theorem IV.1.
N =1

else
∀MN : ”Unscheduling”.
end if

V.

S IMULATION R ESULT

In other to evaluate the performance of proposed scheme
in ISA100.11a Wireless Industrial Networks, matlab program
[11] is developed for simulation. The objective of investigate
to perform the schedulability of superframe ISA100.11a with
static priority among fixed node and one gateway in network.
The parameters is used for simulation list in Table I.
Superframe scheduling with beacon constrain is considered
in simulation. The ornament show in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 to check
whether superframe scheduling or unscheduling under deadline
monotonic scheduling method. The result are presented consists of 6 layers, layer 4 to layer 1 represent for node message
Mn = (MN1 , MN2 , MN3 , MN4 ), while beacon and superframe
in layer 5 and layer 6, respectively. We assume beacon B have
the lowest deadline, thus beacon B is transmitted always in
first and never interruptions by any other message Mn .
Fig. 4 present that reproduce of the simulation result paper
[6]. That paper is defined the length of each time slot 10 ms,
while the period of tMn 70 ms. From Fig. 4 is presented for the
most of message complete the computation time cMn before
the deadline time dMn , except for the message MN3 in layer
2. In the third to forth of beacon iteration, message MN3 still
leaves 10 ms of computation time. The reason of due MN3
does not have any time slot to assign execution time and too
small length interval of is gave also another creator. According
to the theorem IV.1 superframe is unschedulable.
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Fig. 6. Comparison beacon required between message scheduling scheme
with proposed method.

The setup parameter in Fig.5 is followed by length of
superframe 250 ms [3]. Thus, we saw in Fig. 5 the deliver
of message MN2 is deferred since message MN4 have the
deadline dM4 less 30 ms as compared with deadline dM2 .
The similar behavior between message MN3 and message
MN4 . In contrast to other message, message MN1 always
completed without irritation. The reason of this phenomenon,
because computation time cM1 eternally fulfilled and the
deadline dM1 second lowest after deadline dB . Finally ∀Mn
is schedulable. Furthermore, the conform to theorem IV.1.
Fig. 6 show compared simulation result between our scheme
and message scheduling technique [6]. That our technique
is needed less amount of beacons as we extend the length
of superframe up to 250 ms, so more number of message
be transferred in ISA100.11a Wireless Industrial Networks
environment. Our methods guarantee that the exchange of data
across the network successfully without interference or overlap
among data in one time slot of the superframe.
VI.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, a new application of deadline monotonic
scheduling is proposed to check and test superframe scheduling
and to reduce the overhead without degrading the network
performance in ISA100.11a Wireless Industrial Networks environment. The performance of the proposed method is compared with the other scheme, which is message scheduling.
In addition, beacon constraints are also considered in this
paper. We also demonstrated the schedulability test by using
the deadline monotonic policy. The simulation results showed
that our proposed method required less number of beacons,
compared to message scheduling. We added maximum length
of time slot in superframe to reduce the overhead. Hence,
the proposed method could assign more data to be sent in
the network. For future work, we will examine multi-tree and
multi-channel by apply Nash equilibrium approach from game
theory.
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